
Key benefits of the enhancements provided 
by Claritas PrecisionCode include:

• The ability to build profiles to understand 
your customer’s lifestyles and spending 
behaviors beyond your brand

• A better understanding of your best 
customers, so you can create marketing 
strategies that resonate

• Analyze the concentration of customers 
and competitors in markets using a 
mapping application, such as Claritas 360

• Job Scheduler options to automate 
frequent file enhancement tasks that 
enable you to refresh your data on-the-fly

Quickly Append Data And 
Analyze Consumer Files
With Claritas PrecisionCode

CASE STUDY

With this easy-to-use desktop geocoding application, append valuable insights to 
your customer, prospect or location files and prepare them for a variety of uses, 
such as:

• Customer/data analysis
• Spatial mapping
• Direct mailing

Privacy-Safe Solutions For Today’s Complex Market

Claritas PrecisionCode lets you control the level of information released beyond 
your network. From options to anonymize data prior to importing into cloud 
based applications, by randomizing geocode results within a 10th of a mile of their 
original point, to summarizing data or profile outputs for use in other applications, 
our added security measures comply with even the most strict regulations.

The Flexibility You Want And Trust To Get The Job Done

Whether you need to look up a single record/location, import a file or link to an 
Oracle® or Microsoft® SQL Server® database table, Claritas PrecisionCode can do 
it all.

• Standardize addresses and assign latitude and longitude coordinates for 
mapping locations of customers, prospects, competitors or retail locations

• Add consumer lifestyle segmentation, such as Claritas P$YCLE Premier
• Automatically create profiles for an overview of the makeup of your customer 

base, and import these profiles into Claritas 360
• Append geography codes for state, county, census tract, block group and ZIP 

Code to determine market penetration
• Append Claritas Scores for insights into a household’s net worth, income 

producing assets and technology adoption behaviors

Unlock a wealth of data hiding in your CRM to understand
lifestyles, behaviors and preferences of your best customers, 
with Claritas PrecisionCode.
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Claritas PrecisionCode is a client hosted 
application, which means all Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) is kept within 
your environment.

For more information contact your 
Claritas representative
at 800.234.5973 or visit 
www.claritas.com
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